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Cases of Autism and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) have risen sharply in recent years 

with a multitude of causal agents being blamed for this occurrence, from immunization 

made with mercury preservatives to environmental pollutants.  While vaccinations and 

pollutants may contribute to ASD, there are other factors now coming to light that must 

be examined. 

Our bodies are energy systems with every atom, cell, and organ vibrating at frequencies 

in the audible range, creating a symphony of harmonic rhythms when in tune.  Any dis-

order or dis-ease shifts our vibrations from health-promoting to out-of-tune 

frequencies.  Every cell in our body has a small voltage potential and all biological 

activities involve the movement of ions, charged atoms, between and within our cells.  

Frequency and voltage are inseparably connected as are magnetism and electricity.   

From a holistic perspective we may view ourselves as mind (psychological), body 

(physiological) and spirit (etherealogical). When our body is healthy our cellular voltage 

is higher and the resultant frequencies are likewise higher.  Spirit is a higher form of the 

physical and thus vibrates at a higher frequency. When our mind is clear it is also 

operating at higher frequencies as can been seen in EEG waveforms.   When all three 

aspects of ourselves; mind, body and spirit are integrated and functioning properly 

there is unity, resulting in a person being more ‘present’ and ‘aware’.   

Persons on the Autism Spectrum have unique gifts and abilities, and often these set 

them apart from others and results in Autism being considered a Disorder or Disease.  In 

ASD there is an apparent disunity or disconnect between two or more of these aspects 

due to an imbalance.  For children with ASD it is as though their spirit, which enters the 

body at birth, is unable or unwilling to integrate fully with the physical form.  Whether 

this is due to the physical body not being properly prepared or not being pollutant free, 

or to the spirit resonating at too high of a frequency to match the otherwise healthy and 

clear physical form, is unknown. 

Vibrational Energy Medicine is applied to ASD in three unique ways.  First, is to restore 

physical health by increasing the potential, or voltage, in our cells and raising the 

frequency of the body back to its natural state of healthiness.  Secondly, blended 

vibrational energies of light can be used to resonate with the ethereal form to help it 

integrate more fully into the physical.  Third, electromagnetic energies entrain the mind 

to raise the frequency of the psychological form.  When two or more persons are within 

the same field of influence it brings them in harmony with each other.  This can help 

families communicate non-verbally by harmonizes the frequencies of mind, body and 

spirit of the entire family. 

NuTesla recognizes the uniqueness of persons with ASD and the special gifts they bring 

to a family and community.  NuTesla invented Rhythmedics energy medicine 

instruments in its mission to help everyone achieve his or her full potential.  
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Accepting that we are multidimensional beings means we are being affected on many 

different levels.  Environmental pollutants means much more than DDT and oil spills, it 

must include electromagnetic radiation (EMR) as well.   

Dr. Franz Halberg, the father of chronobiology, who coined the term ‘Circadian Rhythm’ 

in the 1950’s discovered how manmade EMR could interfere with our bodies’ delicate 

timing mechanisms, our internal clock.  He further discovered that our bodies only 

produce the proteins needed for repair and growth at the beginning of each ultradian 

cycle, the naturally occurring rhythms within our daily cycle.  If you are not getting a 

good night’s sleep by transitioning through each stage of sleep your body simply cannot 

protect and heal itself.  Our bodies also experience daytime ultradian rhythms, and 

living in today’s wireless world of electronics means we spend our waking hours in a sea 

of disrupting EMR energies.  While EMR may not cause ASD, it can interfere with our 

body’s abilities to heal and defend itself, and disintegrate the unity of mind, body and 

spirit. 

All Rhythmedics instruments use Bio-Pulses to create a protective field to interrupt EMR 

and restore the natural rhythms to our internal clock. Rhythmedics Bio-Pulses are 

derived from a Fibonacci frequency quartz crystal to ensure all resulting frequencies are 

pure. Bio-Pulses resonate with our physical body, occurring in the audible range of 

frequencies, yet are imperceptible as they are electrically generated pulses of magnetic 

flux.  Our minds are sensitive to pulsing magnetic flux resulting in an entrainment where 

our brainwaves follow the Bio-Pulse frequencies.   

In order to resonate the ethereal aspects of ourselves, or our spirit body, it is necessary 

to use higher frequencies.  Since our spirit body is referred to as our light body NuTesla 

uses near coherent light rather than radio frequencies as traditional equipment does.   

The four elemental primary colors of red, yellow, green and blue are pulsed on and off 

in opposing pairs at frequencies still in the audible range and above the perceptible 

flicker point of our eyes.  This is not only safer than radio waves, but is more effective 

for resonating our higher self.  The Tesla Jewels were the result of this effort. 

Working with Suzy Miller, creator of the Awesomism Certification Process, and other 

professionals who work with ASD, a unique program was created to assist in helping 

integrate mind, body and spirit for ASD individuals.  The following diagram is the 

frequency profile for this program titled “Awesomism Integration Into the Heart”. The 

47 minute program uses the ancient Solfeggio notes correlating to the frequencies of 

the Chakras, or energy centers of the body.  The intent of the program is to begin with 

higher frequencies that will resonate with the higher self as it has been observed by ASD 

professionals that the children are generally in a higher state of awareness.  The 

frequencies then step lower and lower helping to bring the person into their heart 

center. The frequencies then oscillate above and below this point to allow the person to 

experience a new level of integration without committing them to stay in the lower 

chakras.  Then the program ascends back to the higher frequency where it began to 

allow the person to be released after 30 minutes of run time and not feel constrained by 

these lower frequencies. The program can be terminated at that point and restarted for 
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another session.  Ultimately the person should be able to run the entire program and 

after returning to the higher starting point, allow themselves to be carried to the lower 

frequencies of the all the Chakras from Crown to Root and even to the lower grounding 

frequencies of the entire physical form. 

 

NuTesla and Awesomism are interested in receiving feedback from ASD professionals 

using this program.  It is a manageable matter to create new and unique programs 

which can be uploaded by the user via a USB connection. 


